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SUPPLIER NEWS 

Preventing Business Email Compromises (BEC)  

Reminders 

 In order to be authorized access to Electric Boat facilities, the Buyer of record must have a current copy of your 
company’s Certificate of Insurance (COI) before work is to begin.  It is also recommended that your on-site crew retain a 
copy that can be produced or a waiver of liability (if applicable).  Contact your Buyer prior to arrival with questions 
regarding insurance requirements or if you wish to verify that your current COI on record is valid.  Failure to supply 
adequate proof of insurance can result in refusal to enter Electric Boat facilities. Please refer to you purchase order 
terms and conditions and the Electric Boat Supplier website at: http://www.gdeb.com/
suppliers/8_visiting_eb_contractors/attachments/contractor_insurance_requirements_rev10_10.pdf 

 

 This time of year always reminds us to be vigilant in ensuring the proper welding preheat temperature is being 
established where required. Achieving the proper preheat is a NAVSEA requirement for both Electric Boat and its 
suppliers. This requirement builds confidence in the soundness of the weld metal and material properties of the joint. It is 
also important to be aware of your surroundings when welding and protect all welding from wind and inclement weather. 

By William F. Sullivan, Manager of Security, Industrial Security Compliance Office 

User awareness and training is a significant element in continuous improvement, as new process and procedures are 

implemented, making sure all are trained on the new process or procedure is a critical step to ensuring success. Similarly, 

keeping users up to date on the latest security threats to your business is a critical step.  

Electric Boat’s Industrial Security Compliance Office (ISCO) has been observing a significant increase in emails received with 

malware embedded in attachments. These incoming emails are from compromised supplier email accounts. These instances 

are generally the result of an individual falling prey to an earlier phishing email. In a phishing attempt the user receives a well-

crafted email and is asked to log in to a site or enter their credential to decrypt some content. Once the user enters their name 

and password and hit the enter key, they got you. The compromised account can now be used by the hacker to review your 

email history, figure out who you’ve done business with and send an email with a malware attachment as you, and without you 

being any wiser to the compromise, until your phone starts ringing. 

Electric Boat ISCO’s initial response to finding such an incoming email is to protect our systems. Access to externally facing 

applications (SPARS) for the Supplier in question is secured. In some cases, blocking the host site from sending in any other 

emails may be done. Only once ISCO has received an attestation from the supplier that they have completed corrective actions, 

will the supplier’s access to Electric Boat applications be re-enabled.  

This threat is generally referred to as Business Email Compromise (BEC), a quick internet search will reveal a volume of data 

under this topic. Most significant of what you’ll find on the internet is the FBI report on BEC which notes that since 2015 there 

has been a 1300% increase in reports of BEC, costing business billions of dollars.  

Business should routinely review their security policies and procedures to ensure they reflect timely information. Particularly in 

the Cybersecurity areas, where threats, exploits, compromises are constantly evolving. Security alerts and bulletins can be used 

for emergent issues. Social engineering tests are also a way to verify that your training is effective for your users.  

Additional information on this subject can be found at: 

 https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/business-e-mail-compromise-on-the-rise 
 https://www.ic3.gov/media/2016/160614.aspx 




